Moonlu
12th Oct 1902

My Dear Spencer,

The hotel has just given me a final understanding, the pleasuring has gone. Today I am allowed to take a room and in the Morning there has been transferred to the home for nearly three weeks. To have room for us, a week to you can imagine how glad I shall be to get all into the fresh air once more. May the Money fly away with the Climate. 

Moonlu in particular I am hardly used now from severe cold, the Office is very dreary. It is back with its uncertain doors and doors is nearly as bad.
Read about Melba. Told of making a special trip to Australia to hear her. Found more. What sort of a reception London got in Melbourne but in Adelaide all classes made a hit. God knows he was invited everywhere. Burned in the Alpine as the God impressed. Spake of temperamental culture who was going to regenerate the human race. Preached once in the Pacific. Struck out to a technocracy to find.

Kane is an interesting youth. Turned up as Hes Springs done years ago in Adventist circumstances. I wanted him with Cask. Promoted others to do so. Finally got him a letter with klaxon over who was
Then going up to prospect the
Murchison Range country for an
English Syndicate. He remained with
them for a few months saved a
few pounds, scrapulously returned
the amount, & others acknowledged
to him, a total South. He is the
son of an English Church dignitary
at home seven for some time a
Medical Student but finding medicine
too slow he turned then since then
been a rolling stone roaming widely
on the English Empire. He claims
to be the one man named Barlow
who has made the pilgrimage to
Mecca. He is said to have published
a work entitled "Six months at Mecca".
After leaving the Interior Metals
engaged working on the Warai Creek
Port near Dandadilla he returned
finds the climate too severe - or in it The Libel Soup. According to a paper London Correspondent he (Franqu) lives in an atmosphere of money bags & blue blood.

The Geographic proper has desired them pursuant to a friend of my husband between Alice Young & Charlotte Waters. The larger portion to Alice. My recommendation in which they originally concurred on that others shall be sent to the same - I'm inclined to think its that as Brenda - has been footing him one in. They written a sharp note expressing regret that my recommendation has not been correct. Of course Bradshaw needn't to tell the Negroes that it had anything to do with sending any age.
Miss Lambert teaches in St. Andrew's and at the Wallace Presbyterian Church. In the fall, she is returning to France. I am making several of my friends to ask you to give her a good home. I hope to get her over here for a weekend before the family leaves. She was looking wonderful and I thought you and her son, Tom.

I was glad you both went to Hudson. Stirling: Mother no end of fun. I must try to get an introduction to them next time I go to town but if old Stirling does not care me.
I shall get much chance of a talk. I quite understand it at altitude as a very funny a little pathetic. The old Chief Justice appeared surprised through that I had not continue my research in anthropologie on the Fox king. I thought he heard that Prof. was out for anthropologie that he had had six training in this branch of science on that you had six years learning and then from you miss the very man who Australia who had the memory throughly. The subject James Pirie said to me after they have reached back to you know fellow old Jack very proud of you it

my ladder and I thus after divided one of your. The Sterling family to a clerk who so far they had a life upon one as a paper package on the cookies and I am sure that they think that they the whole of our recent years work has been inspired as garden by him. It is far of the world. I've had sometimes old man it frequently when one is returning from drafting or planning. I am sorry you missed Lord
Dear son, he would like to have some upon he do really very keen on race work. I don't know any more who knows our work so well.

Before you saw Prof. [Name] in Sydney, I can no mention of him in the papers. Only mentioning Acelott's interview with Prof. Henderson much the best account. I have seen of the latest.

Kind regards to Mrs. [Name] and to the girls.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Inventoried by]